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ABSTRACT
Objective: To investigate whether transitional
incidents can be identified from the medical records of
the general practitioners and the hospital and to assess
the concordance of transitional incidents between
medical records and patient interviews.
Design: A pilot study.
Setting: The study was conducted in 2 regions in the
Netherlands: a rural and an urban region.
Participants: A purposeful sample of patients who
experienced a transitional incident or are at high risk of
experiencing transitional incidents.
Main outcome measures: Transitional incidents
were identified from both the interviews with patients
and medical records and concordance was assessed.
We also classified the transitional incidents according
to type, severity, estimated cause and preventability.
Results: We identified 28 transitional incidents within
78 transitions of which 3 could not be found in the
medical records and another 5 could have been missed
without the patient as information source. To
summarise, 8 (29%) incidents could have been missed
using solely medical records, and 7 (25%) using the
patients’ information exclusively. Concordance in
transitional incidents between patient interviews and
medical records was 64% (18/28). The majority of the
transitional incidents were unsafe situations; however,
43% (12/28) of the incidents reached the patient and
18% (5/28) caused temporary patient harm. Over half
of the incidents were potentially preventable.
Conclusions: This pilot study suggests that the
majority of transitional incidents can be identified from
medical records of the general practitioner and
hospital. With this information, we aim to develop a
measurement tool for transitional incidents in the
medical record of general practitioner and hospital.

INTRODUCTION
In the Netherlands, the general practitioner
has a central role in the patients’ journey.
The general practitioner is the first point of
contact, provides basic healthcare and is

gatekeeper to the specialist healthcare ser-
vices in hospitals. Transitions between the
general practitioner (GP) and hospital
include referral of patients from GP to hos-
pital, discharge after hospital admission and
concurrent care by a general practitioner
and specialist at the outpatient clinic. During
these transitions, the primary interest is the
establishment of a continuous, high quality,
integrated care process in which patients’
safety is guaranteed.1 2

During the patients’ journey through the
different levels of the healthcare system,
patient safety incidents tend to accumulate.3

It is important to identify these transitional
incidents (TIs) and assess them adequately,
to better understand the risks and improve
patient safety during transitions in health-
care. A medical record review study is a tool
for the assessment of patient safety and harm.

Strengths and limitations of this study

▪ To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
study in which patient interviews were compared
with medical records to investigate transitional
patient safety and the incidence of transitional
incidents.

▪ This pilot study encompasses the entire transi-
tional care process as it includes all patient tran-
sitions between general practitioner and hospital.

▪ Since this study is a pilot study, the small
sample size and the purposeful recruitment
method do not permit generalising the results.

▪ The models used for classification of the transi-
tional incidents are not developed and validated
for transitional care, for which no validated
models yet exist.

▪ Starting analysis with the patient interviews
could have created hindsight bias as the
researcher was not blinded for this patient infor-
mation when identifying transitional incidents
from the medical records.
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Since the 90s, several large international medical record
review studies have been conducted.4–10 Initially, patient
safety studies focused on hospitals, but recently record
studies on incidents have also been performed in
primary care settings.11 However, medical record review
of the patient journey between these levels of healthcare
is yet to be explored.
For an adequate overview of the complete patient

journey, the patient’s story may render additional infor-
mation. Studies on continuity of care hypothesise that
patients are able to identify adverse events affecting
their care.12 Given the fact that the patient is the only
continuous factor in all healthcare transitions, involving
the patients’ experience may even be an alternative
route for adequate identification of TIs. With this pilot
study, we aimed to investigate whether TIs can be identi-
fied from the medical records of the general practi-
tioners and the hospital and to assess the concordance
between these medical records and the patient inter-
views. With this information, we intend to develop a
measurement tool assessing TIs in the medical record of
both the GP and the hospital.

METHODS
Design and setting
We conducted a pilot study comparing the TIs identified
from medical records of the GP and the hospital with
those identified through patient interviews. Patients were
recruited in two regions in the Netherlands: a rural region
with one regional hospital and referring primary care prac-
tices and an urban region with one university hospital and
one smaller city hospital, together with referring primary
care practices. In both regions, we concentrated on
patients treated in the internal, cardiovascular and gastro-
enterology departments. The study is part of a larger
project on transitional patient safety, namely the
Transitional Incident Prevention Programme (TIPP).13

According to Dutch law, this study was exempt from formal
medical-ethical approval (METC number 13/142, medical
ethical committee UMC Utrecht). The final goal of this
pilot study is to develop a measurement tool for measuring
TIs in the medical records of the GP and the hospital.

Patients
We used a convenience sampling strategy to recruit par-
ticipants. Between October 2013 and July 2014, health-
care professionals of all participating hospital
departments and affiliated GP practices were asked to
recruit patients that experienced a TI or had a high risk
of experiencing TIs. We considered comorbidity, poly-
pharmacy, elderly patients and multiple transitions as
risk factors for TIs. The healthcare professional gave eli-
gible patients information on the TIPP study and asked
whether the patient was willing to participate and
whether our research office could contact them. If inter-
ested, patients received extra information on the nature
of this pilot study by mail and by telephone. After giving

consent, our researchers visited the patient at home for
an interview. Prior to the interview, patients signed a
written informed consent for the use of the interview
data and the acquisition and use of their GP and hos-
pital records.

Definitions
The absence of international consensus about patient
safety terms and definitions hinders comparison of
studies.14 Therefore, it is essential to emphasise the defi-
nitions we used in this article. The definitions are pre-
sented in table 1.

DATA COLLECTION
For our study, we used data from three sources: patient
interviews, medical records of the GP and the medical
records of the hospital. The patient interviews provided
information about the incidents patients experienced
during their transitions in healthcare. Subsequently, we
retrieved their medical records through their GPs and
the hospital departments and assessed whether any TIs
were present. The data in the different data sources
were collected independently and combined in the data
collection and analysis.

Table 1 Definitions of patient safety terms used in this

manuscript

Transition Every shift/movement (eg, referral,

admission, discharge, consultation at

outpatient clinic) patients make between

healthcare professionals in primary and

secondary care as their condition and

care needs change during the course of

illness.2

Transitional

care

A set of services and environments

designed to ensure the coordination

and continuity of healthcare as patients

transfer between different levels and

locations of care.2

Transitional

incident

Any unintended or unexpected event in

patient care between different

healthcare organisations which could

have led or did lead to harm for one or

more patients receiving care. In this

report, we chose to focus on transitional

incidents between primary care and

hospital instead of all levels of care. If

an unintentional event occurs in primary

care and the results of the incident are

noticed in the hospital or vice versa, this

also counts as a transitional incident.

Adverse event Any injury caused by medical care.15

Near miss An act of commission or omission that

could have harmed the patient but did

not do so as a result of chance,

prevention or mitigation.16

Unsafe situation Circumstances or events occurred that

had the capacity to cause error.17
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We first constructed a chronological timeline of the
journey of each individual patient, based on relevant
information from the patient interviews. These timelines
were used as guidance for the analysis of the medical
record data. We also collected the following patient
characteristics: age, gender, number of chronic diseases
in history and number of currently used medications.
Two researchers (MAvM, DCAE) jointly composed the
timeline for the first patient. To establish a standard
approach to identify and display relevant information
from the interviews and the medical records, our
researchers then constructed a second and third time-
line independently. Disagreements were discussed until
consensus was reached. One researcher (DCAE) con-
structed the timelines for the remainder of patients.

Data analysis
We counted the number of healthcare transitions per
patient, calculated the period in which these transitions
took place (in months) and the average number of tran-
sitions per patient. The transition period started with
the first patient transition (usually from GP to hospital)
and stopped at the end of the final transition back to
the GP (usually when the diagnostic process or treat-
ment in hospital is completed) or the date of the
medical record collection. A transition comprised a
referral, a hospital discharge or visit to the outpatient
clinic. The visit to the outpatient clinic was only
included if an event occurred of which our researchers
judged that the GP should be informed (eg, in the case
of a new diagnosis, the start of a new treatment, a treat-
ment or policy change or discharge from the outpatient
clinic). The source of the information was registered
(medical record, patient interview or both).
Subsequently, all TIs were identified and classified
according to type, cause, severity and preventability.
Since this study concerns a pilot study, the methods for
identification of TIs are still under development. An
existing TI assessment form was not available and our
researchers jointly gained the experience of identifying
TIs during the process. Again, to establish a standard
approach, the first patient was assessed jointly and the
second and third patients were assessed independently
by our researchers MAvM and DCAE. For every transi-
tion made by the patient, the entire transition process
was screened for possible TIs, following the definition of
TIs in table 1. Our researchers used a previously com-
prised list with the vulnerable steps in the transition
process and risk factors for TIs (eg, accessibility, triage,
diagnosis, diagnostic testing, medication/ prescription,
communication/collaboration, referral and handoff
information, in hospital referrals, the discharge process,
self-care advice, after hours’ care, multiple treating physi-
cians, care coordinator) to guide the identification
process. In this process, we were helped by the patient
interview. The identified TIs were subdivided into three
types of incidents: unsafe situations, near misses and
adverse events (for definitions, see table 1). To classify

the cause of the TI, we used the Eindhoven
Classification Model, which distinguishes organisation,
technique, human acts and patients’ actions as possible
causal factors.18 We did not request additional informa-
tion from the involved GPs and specialists. Therefore,
we could only estimate causal factors. Incidents can be
the result of more than one cause, so the total number
of causes was higher than the number of incidents. We
classified severity of TIs according to the National
Coordinating Council for Medication Error Reporting
and Prevention Index (NCC MERP Index).17 We added
the items delay and mental harm to the NCC MERP
Index because we considered these items to better fit
transitional care. This resulted in the following levels of
harm:
A. ‘Circumstances or events occurred that had the cap-

acity to cause error’,
B. ‘Error occurred but did not reach the patient’,
C. ‘Error occurred that reached the patient but did not

cause patient harm’,
D. ‘Error occurred that reached the patient and

required monitoring to preclude harm or confirm
that it caused no harm’,

E. ‘Error occurred that may have contributed to or
resulted in temporary (mental or physical) harm or
prolonged suffering from curable symptoms and
required intervention’,

F. ‘Error occurred that may have contributed to or
resulted in (mental or physical) harm and required
an initial or prolonged hospital stay’,

G. ‘Error occurred that contributed to or resulted in
permanent patient harm’,

H. ‘Error occurred that required intervention to sustain
patient’s life’,

I. ‘Error occurred that may have contributed to or
resulted in patient death’.

Level A of the NCC MERP fits the definition of an
‘unsafe situation’, levels B through D pertain to a ‘ near
miss’ and levels E through I an ‘adverse event’.
We scored preventability on a six-point scale from

‘(nearly) no evidence for preventability’ to ‘(definitely)
evidence for preventability’ according to the current
level of expected performance for healthcare profes-
sionals. A score of 4–6 indicated that the researcher
regarded the incident as having a more than 50%
chance of being preventable. This subjective score is
often used in medical record review studies.10

Finally, data sources of the TIs identified from the
medical records and patient interviews were registered.
Concordance between data sources of the TIs was
determined.

RESULTS
Patients
The GPs and specialists of both regions identified 19 eli-
gible patients: 11 by GPs and 8 by specialists. Six of these
19 patients declined participation for the following
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reasons: language barrier (n=1), too much effort given
their age (n=1), worsening of disease (n=2), nothing to
report (n=1) and inability to reach the patient (n=1). In
total, 13 patients were interviewed and of 12 patients all
the medical records could be attained. In one patient,
the patient journey included a general practitioner and
two hospitals. The medical record of one of these hospi-
tals couldn’t be retrieved. The median age of the partici-
pants was 59 years and 7/13 (54%) were female (table 2).

Transitional incidents
In total, the 13 patients made 78 transitions between the
GP and the hospital with a median of 6 transitions per
patient. The median period in which the patients transi-
tioned was 6 months (range 1.5 weeks to 18 months).
During these 78 transitions, the participating patients
experienced 28 TIs. An illustration of the process of
identifying and classifying incidents from our timelines
is displayed in table 3. Table 4 shows a summary of our
analysis of TIs for all patients.
Besides TIs between the GP and the hospital, we also

encountered incidents between two different hospitals
and between the GP and the community pharmacy. We
did not include these incidents because they did not
meet the focus of our study, namely transitional care
between the GP and the hospital. However, it is likely
that these incidents also enclose an opportunity for
improving overall transitional patient safety.

Type and severity
The majority of TIs were classified as an unsafe situation
(16/28=57%; NCC MERP category A). Of the other 12
TIs, 7 were classified as near misses (7/28=25%; 4 were
classified as level C and 3 as level D). The remaining
five TIs were classified as adverse events and resulted in

harm to the patients (5/28=18%; four were classified as
level E and one as level F).

Cause
The most common causes of TIs were human acts
(n=18) and organisation (n=17). Examples of TIs
caused by human acts can be incorrect or delayed diag-
nosis, incomplete (referral or discharge) letters and
incorrect reassurance after only a part of the results of
the diagnostics are known. An example of TIs caused by
organisation is a structural problem within a department
that results in delayed (discharge) letters.

Preventability
Seventeen out of 28 incidents (61%) were considered as
potentially preventable (8/16 of the unsafe situations,
4/7 of the near misses and 5/5 of the adverse events).

Concordance between medical records and patient
interviews
Table 5 shows the concordance between the medical
records and patient interviews. Of the total of 28 identi-
fied TIs, 20 (71%) were clearly identifiable from the
medical records. Three incidents (11%) were only
reported by patients, and were not identifiable in the
medical records. Of another five reported incidents
(18%), clues were found in the medical records, but
only after initial suggestion by the patient in the inter-
view. Thus, these would have been missed without the
initial alert by the patient. Six incidents were found only
in the medical records and were not reported by
patients. Thus, the concordance in TIs identified
through patient interviews and those identified using
medical records was 64% (18/28). TI’s we probably
could have missed when only using the medical records,
comprise of the following: delay of referral or diagnosis,
ambiguity of discharge procedures or responsible phys-
ician to the patient and incomplete medical records
(either because of inadequate registration by the phys-
ician or incompleteness of received medical records).
Incidents missed when only using the patient interviews
comprised delayed information (eg, discharge or out-
patient letter) and a dissimulating patient in the
interview.

DISCUSSION
Main findings
In this pilot study of 78 transitions, 28 transitional safety
incidents occurred. Twenty of these TIs could easily be
identified from the records and five could be found in
the medical record, but their identification was assisted
by the information acquired from the patient interviews.
Three TIs mentioned in the patient interviews were
untraceable.
Concerning the characteristics of these TIs, 23 were

classified as unsafe situation or near misses. Five TIs
caused the patient temporary harm (adverse events).

Table 2 Patient characteristics (n=13)

n (%)

median

(IQR)

Age (years)* 59 28

Gender (% male) 6 46

Participating region (% urban) 8 62

Number of transitions per patient* 6 6.5

Period of transitions (months)* 6 5.75

Number of chronic diseases† in history‡

≤1 6 46

2–4 6 46

≥5 1 8

Number of medications used by the patient

≤1 6 46

2–4 2 15

≥5 5 38

*Presented in Median (IQR)
†Chronic diseases include: diabetes, chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, cerebrovascular accident, cancer, rheumatoid
disease, renal impairment, liver disease, heart failure, psychiatric
disease and cognitive impairment.
‡Including the disease of the current episode that is used in this
study.
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Table 3 Example of a patient journey with corresponding narrative of timeline and analysis of transitional incidents

Time from first

consultation Narrative of timeline

Transitional incidents

In this example, 4 separate transitional

incidents can be identified:

0 weeks A 73-year-old patient consulted the GP with epigastric pain

and was treated with omeprazole according to the current

guideline.

2 weeks The patient returned to the GP’s office with persistent

epigastric pain. The GP increased the dose and suggested to

wait and see. Routine laboratory tests showed no abnormal

results.

4.5 months The epigastric pain continued and new symptoms surfaced:

loss of appetite and weight loss. The patient was seen by a

different GP. This GP suspected the presence of Helicobacter

pylori and suggested a stool antigen assay or endoscopic

testing. The patient chose the faecal assay.

4 months and

3 weeks

The stool antigen assay was negative (possibly false

negative, because the GP did not instruct the patient to stop

the omeprazole temporarily).

5 months and

1 week

Again, the patient returned to the GP’s office and was seen by

the first GP who referred her to the hospital for an endoscopy.

6 months After a delay of 4 weeks, the patient received a letter from the

hospital about an appointment 6 weeks further on. The GP

called the hospital and arranged an appointment at the

outpatient quick diagnosis unit 4 days later.

1. Incorrect referral: the patient was referred

to the regular outpatient clinic instead of

the outpatient QDU (NM). The presence of

a QDU was not known to the GP.

7 months In the hospital, the patient is diagnosed with T3N0M0 gastric

cardia carcinoma. The treatment consisted of perioperative

chemotherapy followed by a total gastrectomy 4 months after

the diagnosis.

13 months After an extended hospital admission because of several

complications after surgery (such as anastomotic leakage and

glucose fluctuations), the patient was discharged. One day

after discharge, the first GP visited the patient at home,

prescribed medication and started glucose monitoring. At this

moment, it was unclear to the patient how to use the diabetes

medication. The discharge letter stated that the hospital

requested the GP to monitor the glucose after discharge

without further instructions.

2. Unclear discharge procedure for the

patient: after discharge, it was unclear to

the patient how to use the diabetes

medication (US).

3. Inadequate and incomplete correspondence

between the hospital and the GP: both the

patient and the GP were not fully aware of

the diabetes medication, monitoring,

vitamin B12 injections and who the

responsible physician was for further

treatment (GP or hospital) (NM).

14 months and

1 week

Coordination of the glucose monitoring and administration of

the medication continued to be unclear to the patient. The

patient and her family felt that the GP lacked control and

requested further glucose monitoring by an internist. The

patient was referred to the diabetes outpatient clinic in

hospital for follow-up.

15 months When the patient visited the outpatient clinic, the surgeon

mentioned that vitamin B12 injections should have started

immediately after discharge.

4. Absence of an outpatient correspondence

to the GP and a note in the hospital

medical record about this specific

consultation. This resulted in a 1-month

delay of administration of vitamin B12

injections (NM).

16 months At the next consultation, the surgeon asked the patient about

vitamin B12 injections. The patient was unaware that she had

to arrange this with her GP. She called the GP’s office and

asked for the vitamin B12 injections. The GP did not know

about the injections because none of the letters mentioned

this advice. The GP checked the advice by calling the

outpatient clinic where it was found that the surgeon only

mentioned it. The surgeon had laid the responsibility for the

injections on the patient.

AE, adverse event; GP, general practitioner; NM, near miss; QDU, quick diagnosis unit; US, unsafe situation.
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Table 4 Analysis of all identified transitional incidents

Patient

Age

(years)

Gender

M/F Narrative of patient journey

Number of

transitions

(time span in

months)

Number of

transitional

incidents

Description of

transitional incidents

Severity

(type:

NCC

MERP*)

Preventability

(6-point scale)†

Estimated cause

of incident‡

1 82 M A patient was admitted with heart

failure. After discharge, the

patient consults his GP, but the

GP had not received a discharge

letter. The delayed letter itself,

once received, was unclear

about further monitoring of blood

values. Short hereafter, the

patient was readmitted. On

another occasion, the Peripheral

IV catheter was not removed at

discharge from A&E, so the GP’s

assistant removed it.

6 (in

3.5 months)

4§ Incomplete and unclear

discharge procedure

Near miss:

cat C

4 Human acts

Omission of removal of

peripheral IV catheter at

discharge

Near miss:

cat D

6 Human acts

Discharge letter: lacked

when patient consulted

GP (received 2 weeks

after discharge: not

delayed)

Unsafe

situation:

cat A

2 Organisation and

patient related

Delayed discharge letter:

lacked when patient

consulted GP (received

4 weeks after discharge)

Unsafe

situation:

cat A

4 Organisation

2 42 F A young patient was referred to

the outpatient QDU. She was

reassured several times by the

GP and in hospital during and

after rectal examination and

colonoscopy, but diagnosis

turned out to be anal carcinoma.

The patient saw several doctors

at the QDU, resulting in faulty

and incomplete information

about the upcoming treatment.

The patient requested the GP for

a second opinion in another

hospital.

3 (in 6 months) 3 Unprepared resident at

third appointment

(unaware of treatment),

resulting in temporary

mental harm

Adverse

event: cat

E

6 Human acts

Inaccurate reassurance

by GP and after

colonoscopy

Unsafe

situation:

cat A

4 Human acts

Delayed outpatient letter

(delay: 4 weeks)

Unsafe

situation:

cat A

3 Organisation

3 73 F A patient was referred to the

hospital for a colonoscopy. When

the patient did not get an

appointment for 5 weeks, the GP

contacted the hospital, which

informed the GP about the

existence of a QDU. The patient

was immediately referred and

diagnosed with gastric cancer.

The patient was operated and

developed diabetes mellitus.

6 (in 8 months) 3 Incorrect referral Near miss:

cat D

4 Organisation

Unclear discharge

procedure regarding

diabetes medication and

glucose monitoring

(unclear to patient)

Unsafe

situation:

cat A

4 Human acts

Unclear and incomplete

correspondence

between GP and

hospital

Near miss:

cat C

3 Organisation

Continued
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Table 4 Continued

Patient

Age

(years)

Gender

M/F Narrative of patient journey

Number of

transitions

(time span in

months)

Number of

transitional

incidents

Description of

transitional incidents

Severity

(type:

NCC

MERP*)

Preventability

(6-point scale)†

Estimated cause

of incident‡

After discharge, diabetes

medication and monitoring were

unclear to the patient and GP.

Prescription of vitamin B12

injection was omitted and not

communicated to the GP.

Absence of outpatient

letter and note in

hospital medical record

about consultation

Near miss:

cat C

6 Human acts and

organisation

4 46 F A patient with dyspnoea was

discharged after a laparoscopic

hysterectomy and shortly after

readmitted with pneumonia.

Also, an unacknowledged

vesicovaginal fistula resulted in

persistent urinary incontinence,

for which the patient had multiple

reoperations in another hospital.

This patient journey contains

transitions between GP and

physicians in 2 different divisions

of 2 different hospitals (4

stakeholders in the hospitals).

13 (in

10 months)

3 Patient was discharged

with breathing

discomfort (dyspnoea),

2 days later readmission

for pneumonia

Adverse

event: cat

E

4 Human acts

Delayed diagnosis of

fistula

Adverse

event: cat

E

4 Human acts

Incomplete discharge

letter: no mention of

postoperative bleeding

and urinary incontinence

Unsafe

situation:

cat A

6 Human acts

5 79 M A patient underwent an

emergency operation because of

rupture of an AAA. Insufficient

guidance and information from

the hospital and the GP leads to

dissatisfaction in the patient.

3 (in

3.5 months)

2 Delayed discharge letter:

lacked when patient

consulted GP (delay:

4 weeks)

Unsafe

situation:

cat A

6

Unclear discharge

procedure

Unsafe

situation:

cat A

2 Organisation,

human acts and

patient related

6 70 F A patient was referred to the

outpatient QDU for a

colonoscopy. An incidental

gynaecological finding resulted in

an urgent referral to the

gynaecologist.

2 (in 3 weeks) 0 None NA NA NA

7 67 M A patient was referred to hospital

for a colonoscopy but was

eligible for referral to the QDU

because of his previous history

of polyps. The GP was not aware

of the presence of a QDU. In

2 (in 1.5 week) 1 GP was unaware of

possibility to refer to

QDU, did not result in

delay of diagnosis

Unsafe

situation:

cat A

2 Organisation and

human acts

Continued
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Table 4 Continued

Patient

Age

(years)

Gender

M/F Narrative of patient journey

Number of

transitions

(time span in

months)

Number of

transitional

incidents

Description of

transitional incidents

Severity

(type:

NCC

MERP*)

Preventability

(6-point scale)†

Estimated cause

of incident‡

hospital the patient was

diagnosed and treated for a

polyp.

8 47 F A patient was referred to the OP

with symptoms of vision loss and

swelling of the right eye and was

seen by an optometrist who

diagnosed tear film insufficiency.

When the patient returned after

several weeks to the GP with

persistent symptoms, the GP

referred the patient to an OP in a

different hospital. Here, the OP

diagnosed an orbital meningioma

for which the patient had

neurosurgical treatment. This

patient journey contains

transitions between the GP and

the OPs in 2 different hospitals

6 (in 6 months) 2 Incorrect triage: GP

referred to OP but

instead patient was seen

by optometrist

Unsafe

situation:

cat A

5 Organisation

Incorrect diagnosis by

the optometrist, resulting

in delay of actual

diagnosis

Adverse

event: cat

E

4 Human acts

9 6 F A GP requested X-rays in 2

directions for a child with chronic

femoral pain. To limit radiation

exposure, the radiology

department only made 1 X-ray,

which showed no abnormalities.

Owing to persistent symptoms,

the patient was referred to a

paediatrician, who diagnosed

Ewing sarcoma. This patient

journey contains transitions

between the GP, radiology

department and paediatricians in

2 different hospitals.

16 (in

18 months)

2 Non-compliance with GP

order for X-rays in 2

directions, resulting in

delay of diagnosis

Adverse

event: cat

F

5 Human acts and

organisation

Delayed discharge

letters after

chemotherapy (delay

range: 1–2 months)

Unsafe

situation:

cat A

3 Organisation

10 63 M A patient consulted the GP with

rectal bleeding. The GP and

patient decided to wait and see.

After 6 months, the patient

returned with similar symptoms

and was referred to the

2 (in

6.5 months)

0 None NA NA NA
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Table 4 Continued

Patient

Age

(years)

Gender

M/F Narrative of patient journey

Number of

transitions

(time span in

months)

Number of

transitional

incidents

Description of

transitional incidents

Severity

(type:

NCC

MERP*)

Preventability

(6-point scale)†

Estimated cause

of incident‡

outpatient QDU, where he was

diagnosed with and treated for

polyps.

11 59 M A patient contacted the GP

OHSC for sudden severe

headache and focal paraesthesia

of the left arm. The GP OHSC

suggested to wait and see. After

persistent symptoms, the patient

consulted his own GP and was

referred to a neurologist who

diagnosed a minor stroke. After

discharge, the patient was not

satisfied because of insufficient

guidance and information from

the neurologist, resulting in the

patient consulting the GP.

2 (in 2 months) 2 Delayed diagnosis of

minor stroke

Near miss:

cat D

2 Human acts

Insufficient guidance

and lack of information

from neurologist

Unsafe

situation:

cat A

4 Human acts and

organisation

12 50 M A patient was referred to the

rheumatologist and internally

referred to a rehabilitation

specialist because of

osteoarthritis. Lyme disease was

diagnosed (tested at the patient’s

request) and treated with

antibiotics. The patient was not

satisfied because of vagueness

surrounding the Lyme diagnosis

and lack of coordination of

treatment, resulting in a second

opinion.

The RS discovered an abnormal

skin lesion and notified the GP.

Excision of the skin lesion by the

GP showed malignancy (excision

and diagnosis is patient

information only).

6 (in 7 months) 2 Incomplete GP medical

record: no mention of

excised skin lesion

Unsafe

situation:

cat A

5 Human acts and

organisation

Unclear course

regarding Lyme disease,

resulting in second

opinion

Unsafe

situation:

cat A

2 Organisation,

human acts and

patient related

13 36 F A patient was discharged and

readmitted because of persistent

abdominal symptoms with rectal

11 (in

12 months)

3 Unclear to patient who

diabetes care

coordinator is

Near miss:

cat C

3 Patient-related

and human acts
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Table 4 Continued

Patient

Age

(years)

Gender

M/F Narrative of patient journey

Number of

transitions

(time span in

months)

Number of

transitional

incidents

Description of

transitional incidents

Severity

(type:

NCC

MERP*)

Preventability

(6-point scale)†

Estimated cause

of incident‡

bleeding. An endoscopy showed

diverticulitis. The patient was

later admitted to hospital for

treatment of de novo diabetes

mellitus and treated by a

diabetes specialist nurse at the

outpatient clinic. After transferral

of treatment to GP, the patient

was unaware of transferral and

contacted her general practice.

This patient journey consisted of

2 separate episodes within 1

department.

Communication from

diabetes specialist nurse

about outpatient

treatment is lacking

Unsafe

situation:

cat A

2 Organisation

This table presents a short narrative of the patient journey and all identified transitional incidents and their classifications presented per patient.
*NCC MERP Index

A. ‘Circumstances or events occurred that had the capacity to cause error’,

B. ‘Error occurred but did not reach the patient’,

C. ‘Error occurred that reached the patient but did not cause patient harm’,

D. ‘Error occurred that reached the patient and required monitoring to preclude harm or confirm that it caused no harm’,

E. ‘Error occurred that may have contributed to or resulted in temporary (mental or physical) harm or prolonged suffering from curable symptoms and required

intervention’,

F. ‘Error occurred that may have contributed to or resulted in (mental or physical) harm and required an initial or prolonged hospital stay’,

G. ‘Error occurred that contributed to or resulted in permanent patient harm’,

H. ‘Error occurred that required intervention to sustain patient’s life’,

I. ‘Error occurred that may have contributed to or resulted in patient death’.

†Preventability score:

1. (Nearly) no evidence for preventability,

2. Slight evidence for preventability,

3. Possibly preventable but not very likely, <50-50 but close call,

4. Probably preventable, more than 50-50 but close call,

5. Strong evidence for preventability,

6. (Definitely) evidence for preventability.

‡The assessment of causes was retrospectively carried out by two researchers (MAvM, CCAE) based solely on information from the patient interviews and medical

records. No additional information was requested from the involved healthcare professionals to ensure privacy. Therefore, the results should be interpreted with caution and

we decided to only identify the ‘estimated’ causes;

§Two out of four incidents cannot entirely be objectified. On the basis of the information from the medical records, the researchers cannot confirm whether the GP

underestimated the patient’s symptoms or if the situation fits the natural course of the disease.

A&E, accident and emergency; AAA, abdominal aortic aneurysm; F, female; GP, general practitioner; IV, intravenous; M, male; NA, not applicable; NCC MERP, National

Coordinating Council for Medication Error Reporting and Prevention; OHSC, out-of-hours service centre; OP, ophthalmologist; QDU, quick diagnosis unit; RS, rehabilitation

specialist.
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None of the identified TIs caused permanent patient
harm, interventions to sustain patient’s life or patient
death. More than half of all of the incidents appeared to
be potentially preventable.

Strengths and limitations
This study has several strengths. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first study in which patient inter-
views were compared with medical records to investigate
transitional patient safety and the incidence of TIs.
Record analysis proved superior: in the majority of cases,
we found clues in the medical records that suggested
the occurrence of a TI. The patient interviews did inci-
dentally add TIs not found in the records.
Furthermore, this study encompasses the entire transi-

tional care process as it includes all patient transitions
between the GP and the hospital. Other studies have
investigated patient safety and incidents, but these
studies were limited to either primary11 19 20 or second-
ary care.10 21–23 We could have described the incidents
in more detail; however, this was outside the scope and
aim of this pilot study.
Our study also has potential limitations. First, to iden-

tify TIs, the researchers (MAvM, DCAE) depended
mostly on information from the medical records, which
was sometimes incomplete. For instance, the medical
record did register an outpatient visit, but lacked a
report on the content of the consultation. Also, referral
or discharge letters were sometimes missing. The
problem of incomplete medical records is inherent to
medical record review studies and probably leads to an
underassessment of incidents.24

When only relying on the medical records (our main
intent of this pilot study), an incomplete medical record
(either because of inadequate registration by the phys-
ician or incompleteness of received medical records)
can lead to underestimation of all types of TIs because
of insufficient information. Other incidents that could
also be missed are based on wrong, unclear or lacking
information given to the patient, for example, problems
in the discharge procedure or assignment of a care
coordinator. Information provided to the patient is often

not registered in the medical record. Second, by starting
analysis with the patient, interviews could have created
hindsight bias as the researcher was not initially blinded
when reading the medical records. Indeed, in five inci-
dents, we found clues in the medical records, but these
could have been missed without the guidance of the
patient interview. This may have led to overestimating
the concordance between patient interviews and the
medical records. However, this approach helped identify
subtle triggers in the transitional medical records, which
will potentially improve the development of our future
medical record review tool.
Third, the classification models used for classification

of the TIs are not developed and validated for transi-
tional care. For example, the NCC MERP Index for
severity of harm has been developed for medication
harm. However, since it was commonly used in medical
record studies,10 11 25 and its categories were reasonably
applicable, we chose to apply this in our study. The
same applies to the Eindhoven Classification Model for
causes of incidents and the six-point scale for prevent-
ability.26 In the classification of the causes of the identi-
fied TIs, it is plausible that there is an overestimation of
the human causal component. This would be caused by
the lack of background information that is usually col-
lected in a formal incident analysis procedure. In the
medical records, we are only able to judge the TI as a
single independent incident. The organisational ele-
ments (eg, the availability of a protocol, training of
healthcare professionals or patient safety culture) and
technical causes (eg, badly functioning or imprecise
devices) underlying incidents are usually not registered
in the medical record. Other contributory factors, like
information on time pressure and multitasking, were
also not in the medical record. Since this is a pilot study,
the methods of identifying TIs are still under develop-
ment and TIs were identified jointly by two researchers.
Finally, the small sample size of our study and the pur-

posive recruitment method do not permit generalisation
of the results. Our study population consisted of patients
with a higher risk of TIs because it served the purpose
of our study, which was to test if TIs can be identified
using the medical records of the GP and the hospital. In
the general population, possibly less TIs occur. We have
also probably missed the most serious TIs causing per-
manent harm or death because of our sampling method
starting with the patient interview.

Comparison to the literature
Research has already shown that concordance exists
between patient-reported incidents and other methods
of incident detection (eg, medical record review studies,
healthcare workers incident reporting, observation of
consults). A systematic review by Ward and Armitage27

found that the highest concordance in hospitals lies
between patient reporting and the medical record,
ranging from 40% to 77%).22 28 29 In primary care, less
research on this topic is conducted. Starfield et al30

Table 5 Concordance between medical records and

patient interviews

Data sources Patient interviews

Medical records Present Absent Total

Present 18 7 25*

Absent 3 NA† 3

Total 21 7 28

This table reports in which data source the transitional incidents
was present.
*In 5 of these 25 incidents, identification in the medical records
proved challenging.
†These incidents cannot be identified in both sources. This number
is unknown.
NA, not applicable.
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showed a concordance ranging from 68% to 85%
between medical records review and observation of con-
sults between the GP and the patient. However, all of
these studies have been conducted within one level of
healthcare. This study showed a similar concordance
between patient-reported incidents and medical records
from the GP and the hospital in transitional care.
In healthcare transitions, however, record review

studies face several challenges. Transitional safety inci-
dents are usually not reported in routine incident
reporting systems, and for adequate identification and
analyses medical records are required from both health-
care settings, namely the GP and the hospital. These
records differ in structure and design, which hampers
their linkage. Subsequently, even if the patient records
from the GP and the hospital are collected, incidents
related to the transition in care will often be difficult to
identify, as they are simply not registered.
Therefore, it is important to look for mismatches (eg,

medical histories, dates of hospital visits and correspon-
dence) or redundant information (eg, similar X-rays
conducted by the GP and the hospital within a short
period). Other clues include registered discontent of
patient or healthcare provider (eg, large numbers of
consults, requests for a second opinion, emotional com-
ments of a healthcare provider on communication with
another healthcare provider). Also, possible conse-
quences of TIs can provide a clue for its occurrence
(eg, death or readmission). For our main research study
on transitional patient safety (TIPP),13 we will further
develop a method to link the electronic medical records
of the GP and the hospital to identify and classify TIs
within these data. Identification of these TIs will provide
information to both the GP and the hospital for learn-
ing and improving patient safety in transitional care.

CONCLUSION
This pilot study suggests that the majority of TIs can be
identified in medical records, although numbers were
small. Although patient interviews facilitate the identifi-
cation process, they may not be necessary. With this
information, we aim to further develop and test a
method to identify TIs in the medical records of the GP
practice and the hospital, without the guidance of
patient interviews.
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